
PROFESSIONAL TRAINING IN HOSHIN PLANNING © 
  
Hoshin planning also refers to Policy Deployment or Strategic planning. The word ‘ho’ means method 
and the word “shin” means shining compass. A true north focus. 

In short the objective of Hoshin planning is to conduct a full strategic goal plan every year for at least 
�ve years ahead. Regular reviews within the current year should be conducted to ensure that all the 
business goals are on track. Regular reviews with the relevant teams will ensure that goals are properly 
recorded, communicated and incorporated in the company’s daily operational life. 

E�ective Hoshin planning will eliminate waste originating from the inconsistent direction and poor 
communication. Every department within a company or business should have a Hoshin plan with 
goals for their key performance indicators, where the applicable goals must include customer 
measurable requirements. 
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HOSHIN PLANNING

• Understand the customer’s requirements
• Understand the internal business policies, goals and impact on 

the overall performance of the business
• Set realistic continuous goal improvement for the long term
• Understand the business philosophy, interaction between 

departments and levels of the decision making hierarchy 
• Understand the value of key performance indicators
• Obtain knowledge of Hoshin planning and how other 

departments may impact on performance and customer 
satisfaction. 

THE OUTCOMES OF THE WORKSHOP ARE:

Resolution Circle
University of Johannesburg

Address: 
Corner Barry Hertzog and Milpark, Empire Rd, Johannesburg

Phone:  010 020 3300
Website:   www.resolutioncircle.co.za

VENUE:

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?

 Senior Managers from all 
departments

 Operation Managers 
 Quality Managers
 Sales Engineers
 Maintenance Supervisor
 Quality and Industrial 

Engineers

DURATION

1-Day
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HOSHIN PLANNING

CONTACT

Please contact Dr Hannelie Nel for further 
information and arrangements for the training.

E:  hnel@tennelli.com | C:  082 924 6059

MR GAWIE ROODT
Director of Africa Industrial Engineering Services (Pty) Ltd

YOUR PROFESSIONAL SPEAKER

Gawie Roodt is Managing Director of Africa Industrial Engineering Services (Pty) 
Ltd, a company that focuses on providing Industrial Engineering services on the 
African continent and globally. The main focus of the company is consulting in 
Industrial Engineering, the Transport Economy and Quality Management.  
Consulting solutions encompass the complete system which is supported by 
professional training modules. Continuous improvement forms the basis of all 
the above.    

Gawie holds a BCom in Economics and Transport Economics as well as a Masters in Industrial Engineering 
Technology. He is a Lean Expert, trained in the USA and holds the status as a Master Black Belt in lean 
methodologies and techniques. He has more than 30 years’ experience in the steel and FMCG industries in 
various executive and managerial roles, and is an Associate Member of the SAIIE (Southern African Institute for 
Industrial Engineers). 

DR. HANNELIE NEL
Director of Tennelli Industries (Pty) Ltd
Associate Professor at the Faculty of Engineering at North-West University

YOUR PROFESSIONAL SPEAKER

Dr Hannelie Nel is Managing Director of Tennelli Industries (Pty) Ltd, a company 
that focuses on innovation in engineering, technology and education.  She also 
serves as Visiting Associate Professor at the Faculty of Engineering at 
North-West University, and Research Associate with the Faculty of Engineering 
and the Built Environment at the University of Johannesburg.   

Hannelie holds a Doctorate in Engineering Management and has twenty years’ experience in both industry and 
academia. Her work entails the design, implementation and costing of business and quality management 
systems; training and education; business research systems; process improvement; and process cost reduction.

Hannelie is the former President and a current Fellow of the Southern African Institute for Industrial 
Engineering, and serves on the Boards of the South African Society for Engineering Education and the Metal 
Casting Technology Station at UJ.  She is an international author and keynote speaker in her field and has 
published two books to date. Her third and fourth books are titled The Implementation of Cost of Quality and 
Future Global Engineers respectively.  Hannelie works with international companies and universities and is an 
associate member of the Institute of Directors South Africa.  


